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The Medi Inject
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We’re Due For A
Revolution.
Refrigerators can order groceries and
cars can practically drive themselves.
Yet your syringe is stuck in the 19th
century.
It does the job, of course, in that it
delivers its contents where it needs to
go.
But the precision of each injection
depends heavily on user skill, with that
chance of user error always hovering
just over your shoulder.
That means inconsistent treatment
outcomes. Added pressure during
treatments. Unnecessary mental
fatigue.
Time for something new.
Introducing the Medi Inject, a radical
paradigm shift for any medical
professional performing aesthetic
injections.

The Medi Inject:
Type of Needles

Adjustable

Needle Depth

0.25-3.0mm Adjustable

Memory Channels

Yes

Features

Auto-Sensing & Manual

Repeat Cycles

Yes

Syringes

3cc, 5cc, 10cc

Sick of the Status Quo?
So Are We.
The Medicreations
team has nearly

50

years of combined experience immersed in some of
the world’s leading aesthetic device brands.

We’ve learned how things are “supposed to
go” from the giants of the industry. It’s
terrible.

Devices built around... Expensive, single-use
consumables. Manipulative sales tactics.
Absurd pricing structures designed to gouge
every last cent from care providers.

So...

We got together some pretty smart
scientists, engineers, and business people
to do things differently.

Our revolutionary idea:
Make a living with the people who use our
devices, not from them.

Quality Devices + Transparent Process
+ Fair Pricing = Our Promise
Aesthetic care professionals should have access to
reliable, high-performance devices at prices that
actually make sense.

That’s why we design our machines to utilize as few consumables as
possible, even when competitors don’t. Why we have a
industry-leading two-year guarantee for all parts and damage. Why
even though we’d put our devices against nearly any other brand’s
in terms of performance, we don’t charge a premium.

As for our process, our representatives will never sell
you a device that you do not need. If it won’t improve
your business and make your life richer, it doesn’t go
out the door. Period.

“The way it’s always been” isn’t the
right way. We want to do better.

Always Built In Our FDA-Compliant
Facility Right Here In Las Vegas, NV.
Medicreations devices are some of the only
aesthetic care devices fully manufactured in
the United States, with at least

61%

of all components sourced
from U.S. suppliers.

Our FDA-compliant facility
features a clean room and
full-service center, staffed by
our excellent team of
professionals. Every device is
meticulously built and
subject to strenuous quality
control checks before
shipping out.
We film videos of our process
and offer guided tours of our
facility on request. We are
proud of how we build our
devices and what goes into
them.

If you’re ever down in
Vegas, let us know and
we’ll show you around!

There Are Small Steps.
Then There Is 3D Auto-Injection™.
The Medi Inject system turns every injection into a precise
software-controlled operation, ensuring even delivery of product
with a pre-set depth, volume, and spread.
There is nothing else like it.
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It can accommodate a 3cc, 5cc, or 10cc syringe, glass or plastic. These
can be filled with anything you need to deliver.
PRP. HA. Anesthetic. Vitamin C. Treatment cocktails.

It comes with two syringe heads. A 5-needle head for treating the
scalp. A 9-needle one for everything else, complete with a vacuum
attachment for maximum surface contact.

Each head utilizes a patented design engineered to minimize tearing
of skin, maximize even distribution. Discomfort during treatment is
equivalent to a single needle—but it’s 9X better at delivering product.

The depth these needles penetrate are completely adjustable via an
intuitively simple touchscreen interface, from 0.25 to 3.0 mm. Deeper
than any other auto-injection system, and far more precise.
And no leaking.

Punch In The Numbers.
Let The Device Do The Work.
Traditionally, proper injection takes technique and skill.
You need steady hands. Precision. Judgement. All to make sure you’re
injecting in the right place, the right amount, and the right depth.
The Medi Inject’s 3D Auto-Injection™ technology makes these factors
redundant, and transforms a wildly inconsistent process into something
perfectly precise and, most importantly, infinitely repeatable.

No more random variables. You get the exact same depth,
material volume, and delivery every single time, all set in
advance through an intuitive touchscreen interface.

The software controls the device, and you deliver
the precise treatment you set out to provide.

One-Of-A-Kind
Treatments—Unlocked.
Completely even, consistent, and repeatable treatments mean
certain treatments that were incredibly difficult to perform
previously now… aren’t.
Full-face Botox is no longer a labor-intensive chore. Facial
anesthesia is suddenly a viable (and faster) alternative to
topical numbing. Even other, cutting-edge aesthetic treatments
are suddenly on the table.
In all fairness, the Medi Inject isn’t ideal for every procedure.
There will always be a need for traditional, single needle
injections.
But for many, the device’s 3D Auto-Injection™ technology is the
next stage of aesthetic equipment, bringing treatment speed,
precision, and effortless consistency to another dimension.

Ask about the Medi Inject
—and bring your practice into the future.

Every Medicreations Device Is
Backed By An Industry-Leading
2-Year “We’ll Fix It” Warranty.

In the rare
event your
devices malfunction
or break due to a
technical defect—we’ll
take care of it.
The benefit of having our
manufacturing facility in the U.S.
is that we always have access to
the very same engineers and
technicians who designed and
built your machine in the first
place. We know exactly how to get
your devices working perfectly
again. And if we don’t? We’ll
replace it at no charge. Simple.
We stand behind our products for
a full two years—double that of
the industry standard. Nor do we
require you to pay tens of
thousands of dollars for that
warranty.
If you buy any
Medicreations device, you
just won’t have to worry
about it for a full 730
days, with options
past that.

The Whole Is Greater
Than The Sum Of Its
Parts, And Deﬁnitely
One Part Alone.
To most med spa operators, a
single device can seem like an
incredible investment. Here’s the
calculus.
If a machine works out well, the
buyer might earn a return in 2-3
years. At which point they might
buy a different one. Rinse and
repeat, and they could one day
provide the full range of
experiences their patients are
looking for. Theoretically.
Let’s skip that.

Medicreations offers a whole suite of
products to deliver comprehensive
aesthetic treatments for patients, all at the
cost of a single device from other
manufacturers. You can provide hair
removal alongside skin tightening, body
sculpting with muscle toning, or any other
synergistic combination. No waiting for
years—you could own them all tomorrow.

The difference
between 1 device
& several is
incalculable.
It’s a single
instrument against
an orchestra, a solo
competing with a
symphony. Only
when all the pieces
meld together will
you find yourself
producing that
cohesive experience
that is “just so.”

We’ll Teach You Everything About
Your Device (And More Besides).
We love helping people learn the science and use behind our products.
Seriously. So much so we actually built a little academy here in Vegas to
do it better.
You’ll receive a comprehensive onboarding process when you get any of
our lineup at no additional cost. Everything you need to know about
usage and care of your devices will be included. That’s expected, a given.
But we offer more.

Regular Webinars With Top
Doctors On The Science

In-Person Seminars
With Use-Cases

Live
Demonstrations

Q&A
Sessions

Marketing
Help

Whatever you want to
learn, we’ll provide.

See If A Medicreations
Device Is Perfect For You
Lets talk. We’ll make sure you understand the science
behind the device you’re interested in, who it’s ideal
for, and how to get the most from it. And if during the
process, you find out you’re not so sure it’s for you?
That’s OK.
We only want to sell devices that we sincerely believe
will be a benefit to your practice, help you hit the
goals you want to hit, and blow your ROI out of the
water.
Something that checks every box for you in particular,
with NO exceptions.
Maybe that something will be a Medicreations device.

Contact:
Private Practice Solutions LLC
www.ppslasers.com
E: info@ppslasers.com | T: (323) 389-6028

Disclaimer: No representation or warranty will be implied from any description of or claims regarding the equipment or its effectiveness or the ability
to achieve any particular clinical results, whether written or oral, as contained in this brochure or similar statements made or furnished to buyer by any
person including Medicreations personnel. The use of the equipment requires the expertise of sound professional judgment and the treatments results
may be based on operator skill and experience, patient/client suitability, patient/client response to treatment and other factors beyond the control of
Medicreations. Operation of the equipment must be in accordance with all applicable laws and regulations and medical and treatments guidelines and
for ensuring that each operator of the equipment is adequately trained and qualified to use and operate the equipment safely and properly and to
perform procedures in accordance with such law, regulations and guidelines. Medicreations makes no representation or warranties regarding federal,
state or local laws or regulations, or medical or treatments guidelines that may apply to the use and operation of the equipment.

